END OF THE REGULAR
SEASON ROAD TRASH
Welp, with this weekend, we have reached the end
of the road for the regular season in the NFL
and the NCAA, with only playoffs in the former
and the BCS Championship game left in the
latter.
It is still early out here in the west, and I
have some very important duties duties to do
this morning in regards to selecting our new
puppy, so this will be a brief stub as a
placeholder for this that want to start talking
trash. I mean, hey who knows, there might be
people interested in the Taxslayer Bowl
(Louisville/Mississippi State) and the Liberty
Bowl (Iowa State/Memphis), both of which start
well before I will be back. As I have mentioned
before, Memphis is really fun to watch.
I will fill in some more post content later.
And……..
Okay, back now. There are only two huge bowl
games left before the BCS playoffs. First up is
the Fiesta Bowl here at Cardinals joint early
afternoon. Pits Washington versus Penn State,
both teams coming in at 10-2. This really should
be a great game, both have solid defenses and
both can be extremely explosive on offense. I’ll
root for the Huskies, but give slight edge to
Nittany Lions. Then there is the Orange Bowl
tonight with Wisconsin v. Miami. Wisconsin is
tough and they grind. But Miami, if they get
their groove back is more explosive and this is
a home game for them. That is a pick em in my
eyes, but oddsmakers have Wisconsin by 6. That
is probably right.
On New Year’s Day, there are five games.
Michigan/South Carolina in Outback Bowl and
Notre Dame/LSU in the Citrus Bowl look like
yawners. But UCF versus Auburn in the Chik-fil-A
Peach Bowl could be pretty good. Then there are
the two BCS semifinals. First up is Georgia v.

Oklahoma in the Rose Bowl. As good as Georgia is
on offense, Oklahoma is even better, but the
reverse holds on defense, where the Bulldogs
only allow 13 points a game. Spread is currently
2.5, but I don’t buy it. Straight up pick-em. In
the late game, it is yet another rematch of
Alabama and Clemson in the Sugar Bowl. Very even
on both sides of the ball. Clemson, even when
they lost two years ago to Bama, played them
neck and neck, which no one does. Last year they
won. They are not afraid of the Tide, and I will
give them a slight edge.
On to the Pros: Cardinals at Seattle is always a
bloodbath. Cards have won three out of the last
four up there though. Squawks still have shot at
playoffs and are probably far more motivated.
Niners at Rams is interesting as SF is on a roll
with Jimmy G and the Rams are resting up. I’ll
actual;ly take SF there. Jets at Pats and Browns
at Steelers only interesting to see if either of
the two top seeds screw up and lose. Steelers
resting key players, but then again it is only
the Brownies. Lastly, there is nothing playoff
wise in play, but Packers at Lions is always a
good game lately. Green Bay has Hundley, Kittehs
have Matt Stafford, I’ll take the Kittehs.
Since it is a road post, I thought some road
music from Bob Dylan would be in order. Behold
the incomparable “On the Road Again” set to
scenes from the classic movie of Ken Kesey’s One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest. Rock and roll it.

